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The Politics of European Integration 2002-09-11 the debate over european integration is a central
issue in the study of contemporary europe this book seeks to guide the student through the most
important of the integration theories and academic literature on this vital topic the reader
starts with an expansive and wide ranging introductory essay which offers a clear overview and
analysis of the shifting terms of the debate on european integration during the post war period
part two provides key extracts from the seminal authors who have contributed to and fashioned
this debate throughout its duration it brings together the most important parts from the most
essential and influential literature on this important topic this reader will be of value to the
growing number of students at both undergraduate and postgraduate level who are undertaking
courses in european studies and european politics it will be especially useful to those who
require some knowledge of the origins and developments of this important issue at the centre of
the debate over europe
The History of European Integration 2016-05-20 the foundation of the european union was one of
the most important historical events in the second half of the 20th century in order to fully
appreciate the modern state of the eu it is crucial to understand the history of european
integration this accessible overview differs from other studies in its focus on the major roles
played by both the united states and european multinational corporations in the development of
the european union chronologically written and drawing on new findings from two major archives
the archives of the us state department and archive of european integration this book sheds
crucial new light on the integration process the history of european integration offers a major
contribution to our understanding of europe s postwar history and will be essential reading for
any student of postwar european history contemporary history european politics and european
studies
Sixty Years of European Integration and Global Power Shifts 2020-02-06 this book focuses on a
review of how sixty years of case law and regulatory activity transformed the european continent
and the world it provides a critical analysis of the key features of eu integration and how this
integration is perceived internally and externally in this context this book also explores the eu
s interactions with a number of other countries and organisations with the objective of assessing
the eu s role in global governance
The State of European Integration 2016-03-03 the state of european integration provides scholars
practitioners experts and students with a comprehensive account of the state of the european
union today with contributions from leading scholars including richard g whitman meltem müftüler
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baç gülnur aybet leila simona talani and gareth dale the book examines the eu in a theoretically
informed and empirically grounded manner opening with an exploration into the nature of the
european union as an international actor it then assesses the impact of enlargement on
institutions policies and identity the contributors investigate issues related to the degree of
convergence and cohesion among members and analyze the economic and monetary state of integration
the volume comes at a timely interval when there is a need to understand the present and future
of the european union
The Community of Europe 2014-09-19 this hugely successful history of political and economic
integration in western europe since the second world war and especially but by no means
exclusively the european community itself was first published in 1991 to general acclaim since
then much turbulent water has flowed under the bridges of maastricht and strasbourg now in this
welcome second edition derek urwin has brought the story fully up to date with an account of
developments since 1991 and an assessment of the mood and prospects of europe and the community
today
European Integration 2012-12-13 european integration outlines in empirical detail the mysteries
and paradoxes of european integration it challenges the convention of studying individual aspects
of eu policymaking in isolation from the wider whole and situates the eu within the broader
conceptual universe of the changing nature of the state in europe
The Economics of European Integration 2006 through four previous editions the economics of
european integration has been the preferred textbook for students of european economics european
business and european studies this fifth edition has been carefully revised taking into account
the most up to date course requirements new statistical information and recent policy
developments
The Origins and Development of European Integration 1999 the authors seek to convey the richness
of the debate the sense of triumph and despair and the success and failures which have marked
efforts to unite europe
European Integration Theory 2019-12-19 with coverage of both traditional and critical theories
and approaches to european integration and their application this is the most comprehensive
textbook on european integration theory and an essential guide for all students and scholars
interested in the subject throughout the text a team of leading international scholars
demonstrate the current relevance of integration theory as they apply these approaches to real
world developments and crises in the contemporary european union
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Highs and Lows of European Integration 2018-09-03 in light of europe s prolonged state of crisis
this book reassesses the challenges and prospects of the european integration process scholars
from diverse disciplines reflect on various types of integration by analyzing political economic
and sociological variables while also taking legal and cultural constraints into account readers
will learn about the dilemmas and challenges of the european transformation process as well as
political reforms to overcome these challenges the book is divided into four parts the first of
which discusses the external dimension of the european union including a review of development
aid policies and eu foreign policy in turn the second part focuses on institutional change and
asymmetrical integration in the eu the third part is devoted to the rise of populism and
nationalism including an analysis of the role of civil society organizations in the brexit in
closing the last part highlights the crisis of the euro as a symbol of european integration and
the emerging social and economic divide between countries of the north and south
The Dynamics of European Integration 2017-09-16 a major new theoretical and empirical
contribution to our understanding of the influence of eu institutions vis á vis governments in
the major decisions about both widening and deepening the european union engagingly written and
based on significant new archival research and original interviews derek beach offers both a new
history of the major treaty negotiations of the eu and a new leadership model of european
integration
European Integration, Processes of Change and the National Experience 2015-06-02 in order to
better understand processes of european integration this book offers a new perspective that
compares past experiences of change to current transitional moments at the european level it
addresses key questions about european society eu integration and social change to reveal the
social construction of emergent polities and societies
Building Europe 2013-11-05 the development of the european union has been one of the most
profound advances in european politics and society this century yet the institutions of europe
and the eurocrats who work in them have constantly attracted negative publicity culminating in
the mass resignation of the european commissioners in march 1999 in this revealing study cris
shore scrutinises the process of european integration using the techniques of anthropology and
drawing on thought from across the social sciences using the findings of numerous interviews with
eu employees he reveals that there is not just a subculture of corruption within the institutions
of europe but that their problems are largely a result of the way the eu itself is constituted
and run he argues that european integration has largely failed in bringing about anything but an
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ever closer integration of the technical political and financial elites of europe at the expense
of its ordinary citizens this critical anthropology of european integration is essential reading
for anyone with an interest in the culture and politics of the eu
European Integration 2019-12-30 to understand the current difficulties and future prospects of
european integration multiple perspectives are required the essays in this collection explore
historical and geopolitical aspects of european integration and their relevance to
interpretations of the current climate they also examine the different regional dynamics of
integration and the attitudes that result from those experiences including in the european
peripheries that are so often overshadowed by the dominant centres in drawing all of these
perspectives together the collection allows the reader to assess the eu s current crisis in
context
The Economics and Politics of European Integration 2020-12-28 the economics and politics of
european integration offers a comprehensive history of european integration from the
conceptualization of a united states of europe to the present day the special role of the united
states in this process of integration and the expansion and evolution of the european union is
critically analyzed the book also thoroughly discusses the current view of the eu and the complex
crises emerging from the covid 19 pandemic while the book focuses primarily on europe the role of
other countries is also examined the rise of hostile enemies from turkey russia the us and china
is explored and the history and outcome of brexit also receives unique focus maps are used
throughout to clearly depict the enlargement process this illuminating text will be valuable
reading for students and researchers across international economics economic history political
economy and european studies
Dilemmas of European Integration 2005-03-24 if one lesson emerges clearly from fifty years of
european integration it is that political aims should be pursued by overtly political means and
not by roundabout economic or legal strategies the functionalist strategy of promoting spillovers
from one economic sector to another has failed to achieve a steady progress towards a federal
union as jean monnet and other functionalists had hoped on the other hand the unanticipated
results of integration through law have included over regulation and an institutional framework
which is too rigid to allow significant policy and institutional innovations thus integration by
stealth has produced sub optimal policies and a steady loss of legitimacy by the supranational
institutions both the functionalist approach and the classic community method are becoming
obsolete this major new statement from a leading european scholar provides the most thorough
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analysis currently available of the pitfalls and ambiguities of 50 years of european integration
without losing sight of its benefits majone provides a clear demonstration of how a number of
european policies including environmental protection lack a logically defensible rationale while
showing how in other cases objectives may be better achieved by re nationalizing the policy in
question he also shows how in an information rich environment co ordination by mutual adjustment
becomes possible meaning that member states are no longer as dependent on central institutions as
in the past he explains how the challenge for future research is to investigate methods other
than delegation to supranational institutions by which member states can credibly commit
themselves to collective action dilemmas of european integration concludes by explaining exactly
why the model of a united states of europe is bound to fail not just due to lack of popular
support but because it finds itself unable to deliver the public goods which europeans expect to
receive from a full fledged government although failing as a would be federation the present
union could become an effective confederation built on the solid foundation of market integration
the new constitutional treaty majone argues seems to point in this direction
The Disparity of European Integration 2013-10-31 this new study revisits the work of the late
ernst haas assessing his relevance for contemporary european integration and its disparities with
his seminal book the uniting of europe haas laid the foundations for one of the most prominent
paradigms of european integration neofunctionalism he engaged in inductive reasoning to theorize
the dynamics of the european integration process that led from the treaty of paris in 1951 to the
treaty of rome in 1957 the treaty of rome set the constitutional framework for a common market
today a second treaty of rome may lay the foundation for a european constitution that embeds the
common market in a european polity unfortunately haas will not be able to witness this path
breaking step in the development of a european political community which he so aptly theorized
almost five decades ago this is all the more regrettable since students of european integration
are more than ever challenged to tackle a major empirical puzzle after 50 years of european
integration the member states managed to adopt a single currency and to develop common policies
and institutions on justice and home affairs the integration of foreign policy and defence by
contrast is still lagging behind this text delivers sharp insights into these issues this book
previously published as a special issue of the journal of european public policy will be of great
interest to all students and scholars of international relations the european union european
politics and public policy
The Economics of European Integration 2013-01-01 acclaim for the first edition Ôthe book is
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essential for students in european studies international economics and business or international
relations at both graduate and postgraduate level Õ Ð ricardo pinheiro alves the times higher
education supplement thoroughly revised and updated the second edition of this highly acclaimed
textbook will be required reading for graduate and undergraduate students on a wide range of
courses including european economics economic policy european integration european studies and
international relations exploring the eu at an important turning point and during uncertain and
turbulent times the text will also prove an invaluable reference tool for academics and policy
makers concerned with any facet of european integration comprehensive and accessible this far
reaching text provides in depth state of the art analysis of the origins achievements and
prospects of principal eu economic policies covers all eu member countries as well as candidate
countries sets scenarios for future eu policy and organisational evolution prescribes possible
paths and directions for the eu not only for economic policies but also for organisational
structure features supplementary data via a companion website topics explored in detail include
eu budget competition policy common agricultural policy fiscal integration monetary integration
industrial policy in manufacturing and services trade policy and international economic
cooperation regional policy social policy mobility of labour energy policy transport policy
environment policy and enlargement
The Political History of European Integration 2014-06-03 first published in 2010 routledge is an
imprint of taylor francis an informa company
The Economic Integration of Europe 2021-06-08 the clearest and most up to date account of the
achievementsÑand setbacksÑof the european union since 1945 europe has been transformed since the
second world war no longer a checkerboard of entirely sovereign states the continent has become
the largest single market area in the world with most of its members ceding certain economic and
political powers to the central government of the european union this shift is the product of
world historical change but the process is not well understood the changes came in fits and
starts there was no single blueprint for reform rather the eu is the result of endless political
turmoil and dazzling bureaucratic gymnastics as brexit demonstrates there are occasional steps
backward too cutting through the complexity richard pomfret presents a uniquely clear and
comprehensive analysis of an incredible achievement in economic cooperation the economic
integration of europe follows all the major steps in the creation of the single market since the
postwar establishment of the european coal and steel community pomfret identifies four stages of
development the creation of a customs union the deepening of economic union with the single
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market the years of monetary union and eastward expansion and finally problems of consolidation
throughout he details the economic benefits costs and controversies associated with each step in
the evolution of the eu what lies ahead pomfret concludes that for all its problems europe has
grown more prosperous from integration and is likely to increase its power on the global stage
Surpassing Realism 2004-09-08 a second edition of this book is now available this accessible text
provides a concise political history of european integration from the end of world war ii to the
present the european project raises fascinating and important questions how did europe s states
overcome their traditional rivalries and quarrels to build supranational institutions what were
the economic and geopolitical forces that drove them which individual statesmen contributed most
to defining the european project what are the issues that confronted the eu in the last decade
and what problems will the eu face as its leaders consider even more advanced forms of political
integration all these questions are addressed by this engaging text which offers a clear and
readable account of the complex historical process by which europe s unique polity has been built
Europeanization and European Integration 2014-09-17 after two decades of research into the impact
of the eu on domestic politics and policies this book explores the relationship between
europeanization and eu integration it argues that europeanization should be considered as a stage
in the development of eu integration as well as questioning the notion of incremental
europeanization
The EU Beyond Amsterdam 2002-06-01 introduced with a preface by jacques delors this volume offers
new insights and develops generalised theories about the nature of european integration the
contributors step back from the detail of the latest intergovernmental conference and budgetary
negotiations to generate conclusions of enduring value the issues dealt with include the
following britain and integration intergovernmental conferences the rule of law making foreign
policy work the democratic deficit
The European Union 1994 the study of european integration produced much scholarly debate in the
1950s and 60s the following two decades saw few works on european integration that included more
elaborate discussions of theory and methodology most studies in that period were fairly
descriptive in recent years there has been renewed theoretical interest in european integration
this book however is one of the first to discuss and apply various political economy approaches
explicitly to integration including classical integration theory and modern public choice
theories areas covered include common policies and decision making as well as the external
relations of the eu the influence of the european parliament the concept of subsidiarity trade
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policy economic and monetary union reform of the common agricultural policy relations with efta
and eastern european countries as well as enlargement are all discussed audience of interest to
both scholars and policy makers concerned with these issues
The Political Economy of European Integration 2023-12-11 this book provides an accessible
introduction to diverse political economy perspectives on different aspects of european
integration it presents a critical appraisal of how scholars in the eu and us use theory to
understand european integration
The Political Economy of European Integration 2005 by b landheer the grotius seminarium has as
its purpose the study of international problems under the aspect of living and cooperating in one
world its conference of may 30 june 2 i96i on limits and problems of european integration
attempted to view european integration within the framework of this general goal as is somewhat
implied in its title the limits of european integration lie in the necessity of fitting it in the
wider framework of international cooperation while its problems lie in the various
interpretations and concretizations of its own goals ab out which there are a number of different
viewpoints it could be stated that the european is faced with three sets of problems the creation
of a more unified world as a global problem the regional integration of europe and thirdly the
continuation of more strictly national interests it is not justified to assume that these three
circles of interest are automatically complementary they are often antagonistic and a philosophy
of integration would have to arrive at a structural presentation of those various values and of
tbeir interrelatedness while it is obviously not possible for a small conference to give those
problems their full weight it is nevertheless hoped that the essays combined in this volume raise
a number of relevant questions and contribute to the elaboration of some more concrete problems
Limits and Problems of European Integration 2012-12-06 written by a leading international expert
on european integration this volume examines the european union in a period of hesitation about
future integration in the early twenty first century
The End of European Integration 2007-11-30 in the background of new questions of identity culture
and community emerged after maastricht treaty this book explores the european integration process
since it throws immanent challenge to the existing theoretical paradigms such as nationalism and
globalization drawing influence from this intellectual climate this book tries to understand the
integration process within the cultural history of europe the study structured itself along three
axes first it circled down on the problematic over defining what europe means here the efforts
were on to highlight the constant flux and contingent nature of the definition of europe second
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how this contingent nature of europe has compelled the european union to no longer skirt away the
question of identity if it is to consolidate the process and expand its boundary towards east by
focusing upon the cultural policy of the union the study brought forth the various efforts of the
union particularly the european commission to transform the loyalties and identities of people
from the national crucible to a broader european spectrum thirdly the study critically evaluates
these policy initiatives and highlights how they are structured around the nineteenth century
colonial discourse of europe
Understanding European Integration 2003 europe has changed radically since 1989 and continues to
change at great speed this book deals with the principle problems and challenges confronting
europe in the aftermath of the cold war and the collapse of european communism whilst
endeavouring to strike a balance between east west north and south the volume is more concerned
with the changing political economic and cultural morphology of europe and of the relations
within it than with the formal institutional arrangements of the european community and its
successor the european union there are already numerous books on the institutional development of
the eu but relatively few with a wider compass and institutional interpretations of european
integration the book shows that the study of european integration should be taken in the round
avoiding a narrow and self centered concern with the development of the lesser europe of the eu
it demonstrates that integration should be seen as neither an inexorable predetermined process
nor as an automatic consequence of high levels of economic interdependence but rather as
something that proceeds in fits and starts and sometimes suffers reverses
European Integration and Disintegration 2002-09-11 the hidden federal features of the european
union help explain the challenges of legitimacy democracy and freedom that face an unfinished
political community ideas about federalism and the reality of existing federal states cannot be
sharply divided in an analysis of the eu s multilevel political order but so far both scholars
and major decision makers have shown interest only in the normal functioning of federal systems
ignoring the dilemma of the federation s legitimate authority has resulted in an existential
crisis for the eu which has become ever more manifest over recent years this book employs a
combination of political philosophy and political science of federal philosophic ideas and their
traces in real federal institutions in order to achieve the task of understanding the federal
features of the eu governance system the first part of the work focuses on building an
appropriate theoretical framework to explain the new meanings attached to familiar notions of
democracy legitimacy and citizenship in the context of a political community like the eu in the
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second part the federal features of the eu s political system are examined in comparison to other
current and historical federal perspectives like the us switzerland yugoslavia and germany
through an analysis of the hidden federal aspects of the eu and the links between hidden
federalism and the eu s legitimacy crisis this book reveals the patterns that should be avoided
and gives us guidelines that should be followed if the eu is to become democratic and politically
united without jeopardising the state character of its members
Europe's Hidden Federalism 2017-05-18 routledge handbook of the economics of european integration
provides readers with a brief but comprehensive overview of topics related to the process of
european integration in the post world war ii period its short chapters reflect the most up to
date and concise research written by a collective of experts on their own subjects the aim of
this book is twofold firstly the text illustrates the broad and diverse range of issues
associated with european integration and lastly the key approaches and findings are summarised
since institutional integration in europe is an ongoing process with possibly frequent and
sometimes rapid changes the chapters are intended to focus on the key features of the economic
analyses of these topics a wide and diverse set of economic issues is of direct relevance for
european integration these topics cover various fields ranging from the history of the european
economic and monetary union eu trade policy and the stability of international trade single
market issues over fiscal monetary and other policies the crisis that faces the euro area and
institutions such as eu council of ministers not surprisingly many of these issues have also been
analysed from a european perspective this handbook is designed to provide students researchers
the public and policy makers with ready and accessible knowledge of issues related to european
integration and will provide the definitive overview of research in the area
Routledge Handbook of the Economics of European Integration 2015-10-05 the foundation of the
european union was one of the most important historical events in the second half of the 20th
century in order to fully appreciate the modern state of the eu it is crucial to understand the
history of european integration this accessible overview differs from other studies in its focus
on the major roles played by both the united states and european multinational corporations in
the development of the european union chronologically written and drawing on new findings from
two major archives the archives of the us state department and archive of european integration
this book sheds crucial new light on the integration process the history of european integration
offers a major contribution to our understanding of europe s postwar history and will be
essential reading for any student of postwar european history contemporary history european
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politics and european studies
The History of European Integration 2016 the euro area the schengen area and airbus the
anglosphere the franco german motor and nordic cooperation each illustrates how differentiation
has become a pervasive feature of european integration which europe offers an authoritative and
comprehensive examination of differentiated integration in its functional and its territorial
aspects it focuses on its implications for both the practice and the theory of european
integration is it strengthening or weakening the eu and its member states are territorial
identities being undermined or strengthened are new theories of integration required in
particular this book looks at the relationship between the growth in use of differentiated
integration and the widening of european union membership the broadening in its policy scope and
the deepening in integration
Which Europe? 2010-08-27 thomas hörber analyses the building process of european integration he
shows the parliamentary discourses of france germany and britain to be representative of the
national position of these states towards the developing concept of europe he covers all key
events and developments of the time which had an impact on the european integration process and
provides an explanation for the convergence of national discourses towards a common europe this
development was by no means a given and the analysis of parliamentary debates shows for the first
time how vigorous the debates were on european integration in the 1950s and how despite setbacks
notably the failure of the european defence community the discussion went in favour of
integration
The Foundations of Europe 2007-12-18 fully revised and updated throughout theorizing european
integration 2nd edition provides a comprehensive introduction to the theoretical study of
european integration combining perspectives from international relations comparative politics and
social and political theory dimitris n chryssochoou offers a complete overview of the many
competing approaches that have sought to capture and explain the evolving political nature of the
european union eu and its qualitative transition from a union of states to a polity in its own
right contemporary issues themes and theories addressed include the different uses and current
state of eu theorizing statecentric accounts of integration and their critics new normative
challenges to the study of the eu the political dynamics of european treaty reform new forms of
democracy citizenship and governance the limits and possibilities of eu constitutionalism
interdisciplinary understandings of eu polityhood the introduction of a theory of organized
synarchy the transformations of state sovereignty in late modern europe
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Theorizing European Integration 2008-10-02 is there a justification for european integration the
idea of a european superstate examines this the most basic question raised by the european union
in doing so glyn morgan assesses the arguments put forward by eurosceptics and their critics in a
challenge to both sides of the debate morgan argues in support of a european superstate unless
europe forms a unitary sovereign state europe will remain so he maintains weak and dependent for
its security on the united states the idea of a european superstate reshapes the debate on
european political integration it throws down a gauntlet to eurosceptics and euro enthusiasts
alike while employing the arguments of contemporary political philosophy and international
relations this book is written in an accessible fashion that anyone interested in european
integration can understand
Federal and Regional States in the Perspective of European Integration 1999-01-01 max haller s
impressive book presents an analysis of the process of european integration which keeps the
relation between élites and citizens at the forefront a timely and original read this book will
be a useful addition to the library of any political sociologist political scientist or scholar
of european integration
The Idea of a European Superstate 2009-01-10 ben rosamond provides an accessible and critical
introduction to the full range of classical and contemporary perspectives on integration theory
he explains the centrality of theoretical work to the study of integration and the eu and locates
different theories within their wider intellectual and real world contexts the book engages with
the key debates to have arisen from theoretical deliberations about european integration it
emphasizes the importance of sociology of knowledge questions when evaluating integration theory
and stressing the continued significance of international theory to the study of the eu
European Integration as an Elite Process 2008-05-05
Theories of European Integration 2000-01-19
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